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36" inDuction 
cooktoP

Traditionally we cook by generating heat from 
one source, such as a flame, and conducting it 
to another. The Fisher & Paykel Induction 
Cooktop works on a different principle.  
The cooktop itself produces electromagnetic 
vibrations, which induce the pot or pan to 
generate its own heat, resulting in shorter 
heat-up times and a safer cooking surface.

feAtuRes & Benefits

Perfect Results The PowerBoost function delivers instant, intense 

heat when you need it and the GentleHeat function 

produces slow, continuous simmering.

Designed to Match Induction cooking is popular with those who love visual 

simplicity and clean, smooth lines. Finished in black 

glass, you get the best of design with durability.

easy cleaning The flat surface is easy to clean because there are no 

obstructions and because induction heats just the 

pot rather than the surrounding glass, the likelihood 

of burned spill overs is greatly reduced

Precise control Induction cooking delivers an immediate response 

with greater energy efficiency than that of either gas 

or electric. The soft-touch controls are simple to use 

and provide great precision with eight heat settings.

safe and sound This cooktop will alert you if it’s turned on without a 

pot or pan on it, and will switch off if you don’t 

respond. It will switch off if the pan being used isn’t 

suitable for induction cooking. We use ecofriendly 

ceramic glass in the production of our induction 

cooktops without any arsenic or heavy metals used in 

the manufacturing process.

sPecificAtions

finish Ceramic glass

Dimensions H4 11/32" x W35 7/16"  
x D20 7/8"

cooking zones 5

Zone ratings *Maximum power output when 
set for PowerBoost

Left front 1400W (1800W*)

Right front 1850W (2500W*)

Left rear 2300W (3200W*)

Right rear 1850W (2500W*)

Center 2400W (3700W*)

PowerBoost 3700W

Performance

Induction cooking technology l

Heat settings 8

PowerBoost l

cleaning

Flat easy clean glass surface l

safety

Safety time out l

Pan detection system l

Surface hot indicators l

Spillage auto off l

controls

Soft-touch electronic controls l

PowerBoost indicator l

Power requirements

Supply voltage 240V (208V)

Supply frequency 60Hz

AMP draw 48A

Warranty 2 years

For full specifications visit fisherpaykel.com

sku code 84701

uPc code 822843847013
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A PEACE OF MIND SALE

24 Hours 7 Days a Week Customer Support

T 1.888.936.7872 W fisherpaykel.com


